AGREEMENT- Addendum Dated August 13, 2001

The Use of the Arizona State University FDTD NEWS Computer Code

The Numerical Electromagnetic Wave Simulator (NEWS) Computer Code was developed in part under sponsorship by the Advanced Helicopter Electromagnetics (AHE) Program at Arizona State University (ASU). The license agreement between ASU and the sponsors (Associates) of the AHE Program, concerning License Rights follows:

10. License Rights

10.1 University (in this case ASU) hereby grants Associate (in this case any AHE member) a royalty-free, non-exclusive, non-transferable license to copy and use for its own internal purposes any software created or developed under this Program during the term of this Agreement. Associate’s license rights to software created or developed during the term of this Agreement as provided in this Paragraph 10.1 shall continue after expiration or other termination of this Agreement.

In order to meet the requirements of this agreement, AHE members (Associates) may permit either their own employees or consultants/subcontractors use of the ASU NEWS computer code for work of the AHE member(s) ONLY. Consultants/subcontractors CANNOT use the ASU NEWS code as a tool in competitive bidding for work sponsored by an AHE member or any other competitive contract, grant, SBIR, etc. ALSO CONSULTANTS ARE FORBIDDEN IN USING THE NEWS CODE FOR ANY WORK OTHER THAN THAT OF AN AHE MEMBER. If consultants/subcontractors are using the ASU NEWS code without prior permission from ASU, they will violate the License Rights of the NEWS code.

In order for consultants/subcontractors to use the ASU NEWS code for AHE member work, an AHE member AND the consultant MUST sign and date this Agreement.

I agree with the License Rights, usage, and terms of the ASU NEWS Computer code as stated above.

__________________________________________________________________________
AHE Member (name and signature) Date

__________________________________________________________________________
Consultant/Subcontractor (name and signature) Date